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さくなり似てくることを示唆している。 図1 Relationship between trunk diameter at 
base and tree height for Abies sαchαlinensis 
2.地上部バイオマス翠，樹器部議，そし saplings. 
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図2 Relationships between weight of above-
ground biomass， weight of leaves and 
branches， and weight of stems and tree 
height. 
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Stem volume index (cm2m) 
Relationshhip between weight of 
stems and stem volume index. 
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Weight of leaves per tree (g) 
Relationships between weight of stems 
per tree and weight of leaves per tree， 
and between weight of branches per tree 
and weight of leaves per tree. 
o Hardwood stand， 警 Conifer sLand 
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Summary 
Aboveground biomass allocation patterns of Abies sαchαlinensis日aplings(1話Height孟10m)
were examined by using al10metric function under hardwood and conifer stands， where form 
different light conditions in the understories. Helationships between weight of aboveground 
biomass and tree h百ightwere similar between stands， suggesting A. sαchαlinensis saplings 
need same costs for construction regardless of light conditions. However， biomass allocation 
to crown part (branch and leaves) is high日runder hardwood stand and to stem is， inversely， 
high邑runder conifer stand. Stem of saplings under hardwood stand is lighter and slenderer 
than that of conifer stand. The differences in stem taper and wood density between stands 
are due to difference in constructing cost for stability. Weight of stem maintained by unit 
weight of leaves under conifer stand was higher than that of hardwood stand. Moreover， 
weight of branches maintained by unit weight of leaves was slightly higher than that of 
hardwood stand. 
Difference in allometry of A. sαchαlinensis saplings between stands reflected architecture 
plasticity. Architecture plasticity permit existenむeand growth of A. sαchαlinensis saplings 
in heぬrogeneouslight environments of the forest understories. 
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Appendix 1 Biomass allocation of Abies sαchαlinensis saplings under hardwood 
and conifer stands 
Hardwood stand Conifer stand 
class(m) Stem Branch Leaves Stem Branch Leaves 
1.5-2.5 396土 317 245:t 144 319土 130 964土 302 128土 73 123土 82
2.5欄3.5 1305土 475 343土 170 375土 145 1593土 545 168土128 158土129
3.5嶋4.5 2466土 754 1207会 486 1181土 423 3578土1275 653土484 423土382
4.5“5.5 5310土1765 2325土 731 1560土 293 5433土1365 1031土823 643土596
5.5欄6.5 7855土3239 2608土2177 1894土1013 8312土2544 1178土685 586土267
Unit: gram 
Mean with standard deviation 
Appendix 2 Allometric relationships (log Y 口 a+ b log X) between selected pairs of 
measures of A bies sachαlinensis saplings under hardwood (HS) and 
conifer (CS) stands 
Variables r' # a b 
X Y HS CS HS CS HS CS 
日 WT 0.953 0.897 2.276 2.377 2.331 2.105 
H WL 0.892 0.595 1.912 1.511" 1.795 1.609 
H Ws 0.883 0.692 1.653 1.393 2.28 2.095 
H Ws+WL 0.89 0.671 2.09 1.741* 2.041 1.895 
H Ws 0.970 0.923 1.81 2.266" 叫 2.65 2.14 •••• 
H D 0.892 0.78 0.268 0.429・0 0.886 0.71* 
H D'H 0.953 0.912 2.535 2.858・@ 2.771 2.42" 
D'H Ws 0.977 0.980 -0.532 -0.199* 0.936 0.87 
D'H WT 0.975 0.965 0.187 -0.071 0.831 0.861 
WT WL 0.959 0.802 0.126 -0.590'. 0.779 0.841 
WT Ws 0.975 0.888 一0.665 -1.245* 1.003 1.069 
WL Wu 0.968 0.923 -0.735 一0.217** 1.256 1.161 
WL Ws 0.905 0.738 -0.627 1.299" 1.347 0.918*. 
WL Wu十Ws 0.934 0.77 -0.351 1.316.'。 1.308 0.934悲惨場
# Coefficient of determination 
SignificaJ1ce level * p<0.05， * * p<O.Ol，ヰ，* * p<0.005， * * * * p<O.OOl
D: diameter at base (cm)， H: tree h日ight(m)， WL: weight of leaves (g)， 
Ws: weight of stems (g)， Ws: weight of branches (g)， WT: weight of aboveground (g) 
